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THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
The Kenyon COllegian of April 3D, 1981 included on the front page a story
that was inaccurate and misleading. The story, by Chris Burke, was head-
lined "English Professor Files Suit Against College". The fOllowing is a
retraction of several statements made in the article and a clarification
of some other points.
The two sentences.
"She took her case before the Grievance Committee but that body did not
uphold her complaint"
and
"The Grievance Committee concurred with the decision not to rehire the
English teacher".
incorrectly describe the function of the FaCUlty Grievance Committee. The
Grievance Committee makes no decisions about hiring and firing; the Committee
can only decide whether a complainant "has been discriminated against on the
basis of race, color, national origin, religion, or sex in employment in
education programs or activities operated by the College." (Faculty Hand-
book, 11.9) The decision of the Grievance Committee is strictly confiden-
tial unless all parties to the complaint agree otherwise. The COllegian
does not know the exact nature of the Committee's decision in the Rucker
case.
The sentence.
"Rucker has engaged the services of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) to prosecute for her suit",
is patently false.
fact such services
Rucker did not engage the services of the ACLU
can only be offered and can not be requested or
and in
enlisted.
The sentence,
"Rucker. a tenure-track professor, was not denied tenure; she was denied a
continuation of her contract after a three-year trial period of employment".
contains an inaccuracy.
less than three years.
Rucker's trial period of employment was actually
The sentence,
"Rucker considered the matter all last fall before deciding to file the
suit this spring",
is incorrect in that Rucker filed her suit ~n August 1980, not Spring 1981.
The sentence.
"Schermer notified the Ohio Civil Rights Union, which recommended legal
action" ,
is misleading. The Ohio Civil Rights Commission (not Union) does not
offer legal advice but rather would have been the body to hear the case
had it come to trial.
Finally, another sentence that referred to the Schermer case,
"After a two-year legal battle, the case was settled out of court with the
College realizing no admission of guilt or wrongdoing",
should read that "the case was settled out of court with the College
acknowledging (not 'realizing') no admission of guilt or wrongdoing. It
This is the standard legal phrasing.
This retraction and clarification was motivated by a Media Board decision.
The decision was made at a hearing called to review a complaint lodged by
Professor Rucker against the Collegian. The Board realized that the errors
in the article were neither malicious or necessarily damaging. However,
some of the statements were seen as potentially harmful to Professor Rucker.
As a reSUlt, the Board felt it would be appropriate for the COllegian to
correct those statements which were wrong and to clarify statements which
might be confusing. The COllegian has abided by the Board's decision.
Chris Burke
Martha Lorenz, Editor-in-Chief
Sue Robb, Chair of Media Board
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Expect 425-450 to Enroll
College Receives 1654 Applications; Tuition Fees Rise
By JODI PROTO
Director of Admissions John
D. Kushan reponed that the College
has received 1654 applications for
admission into next year's freshman
class. This is approximately an eight
percent increase over the number of
applications received last year.
Kushan stated that the Admissions
Office has accepted 1042 applicants,
the same number it accepted last
year. Of these, the College expects
40010to 45l1Jo to enroll. Therefore he
expects next year's freshman class to
contain around 425 to 450 students.
At this time, approximately 250
students who were accepted have sent
in their deposits, thus officially
enrolling them in the class of 1985.
This number, however, is expected to
drastically increase as the deadline
fordeposits, May 1, draws near.
Because of the birthrate decrease
which occurred about 20 years ago,
the number of college-age students is
expected to decrease in the eighties;
however,Kushan does not think that
this will be a problem for Kenyon.
"There are probably 100-125 colleges
that won't feel a critical pinch and
we're one on them," said Kushan.
The figures seem to support this
statement. The number of ap-
plications received by the College has
steadily increased since 1974, and
since 1977 has been increasing at a
rateof about 7-12 percent.
Kushan believes that pari of the
reason Kenyon is nor expected to feel
the crunch of declining enrollment is
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reflected in the type of education
offered here. He feels that in-
dividualized attention given at a
small liberal arts insfit uitiou is
becoming more attractive to young
people today. Also, Kenyon has
stepped up its recruitment efforts in
the South and in the West.
Admisssions personnel now regularly
visit states such as Texas, New
Mexico, California, Colorado, and
Oregon, previously neglected by the
admissions' policies. Additionally,
alumni in these states are playing a
more active role in recruiting efforts
by holding informative gatherings
and inviting prospective students to
attend.
Due to the yearly increase in
applications. and because of the
College's desire to maintain
enrollment at 1450 students, Kenyon
English Professor Rucker
Files Suit Against College
By CHRlS BURKE
English professor Mary Rucker
lias filed a suit against Kenyon
EnglishPro!essorMaryRucker
College charging racial and sexual
discrimination. Rucker was denied
COntractrenewal last year. She took
her case before the Grievance
Committee but that body did not
uphold her complaint. Rucker has
engagedthe services of the American
CiVil Liberties Union (ACLU) to
prosecutefor her suit.
Professor Rucker refused to
comment about the affair.
Rucker, a tenure-track professor,
was not denied tenure; she was
denied a continuation of her contract
after a three-year trial period of
employment. A complex evaluation
procedure involving letters of
recommendation from professional
colleagues and students preceded the
decision. The Grievance Committee
concurred with the decision not to
rehire the English teacher. Rucker
considered the mauer all last fall
before deciding to file the suit this
spring.
Perry Lentz, chair of the English
Department, claimed to have no
specific knowledge about the context
of Rucker's suit. Provost Jerry Irish,
who is the chief link between the
administration and the faculty, said
through his office that he had no
direct knowledge of the matter
because the decision not to renew was
made before he came to Kenyon.
A similar suit was filed against
Kenyon in 1976 by Marsha Schermer,
a former member of the faculty. She
charged sexual discrimination kept
her from being granted tenure.
Schermer notified the Ohio Civil
Rights Union, which recommended
legal action. Afte.r a two-year legal
battle, the case was settled out of
court with the College realizing no
admission of guilt or wrongdoing.
has been able to increase its selec-
tivity. Whereas in 1970 ap-
proximately 80 percent of the ap-
plicants were accepted, the 1981
figures show that only 63070, a little
less than two-thirds of those who
applied, were accepted. This ability
to be more selective allows the
College to Issure that students
coming to Kenyon will be of the same
caliber and quality as in the past.
Although many schools are being
forced to lower their admissions'
requirements, Kenyon will not.
Total Basic Charges Up 13.5%
BySUZY APEL
The total basic fees and charges for
the 1981-1982 Kenyon school year
have been announced, and as ex-
pected, reflect an overall increase of
13.5070 from the 1980-1981 figures.
This figure is in line with the 1979-
1980 increase of 13.6070. Tuition and
basic fees will be $6300, up 16.2070,
with room fees showing a 6070 in-
crease at $955 (double dorm oc-
cupancy), and board an 8070 increase,
set at $1270. Total charges will be
$8525. Sam Lord, Vice-President for
finance, explained that the increase
reflects higher operating expenses
resulting from the need to increase
employees' wages enough to keep
pace with the rate of inflation, as well
as directly meet increased costs of
utilities and materials necessary to
keep Kenyon functioning at its
present level.
The 1981-1982 estimated expenses
are $14,654,000, 85070 of which will
be covered by payments by students.
The anticipated income is
$13,818,000. The difference between
expenses and income is expected to
be supplied by gifts to the college,
mostly through appeals for
donations such as The Kenyon Fund.
This budget deficit usually occurs
every year, and is held to an amount
that is anticipated to be received
through contributions. Mr. Lord
explained that, "We've had a lot of
experience in balancing the
budget. ..by and large we hit pretty
close. "
Arriving at a final budget and
charges for each school year is the
culmination of almost a year of
planning, adj usting , and an-
ticipating. Mr. Lord pointed out
that, "It's not a capricious process."
The Accounting Department makes
its proposals on the basis of many
factors. Anticipated higher costs are
taken into consideration, as is the
need for salary increases to keep pace
with the inflation rate.
(Approximately half of Kenyon's
total budget is for payroll expenses.)
Cost increases are consistent with the
Consumer Price Index so that the
cost to Kenyon students will remain
basically the same from year to year,
if adjusted for inflation. Mr. Lord
quoted a favorite Kenyon cliche,
continued on page twelve
Group Holds Vigil at Chapel for Father
Roy Bourgeois, Missing in El Salvador
By MARTHA LORENZ
Members of the Kenyon
community gathered in the Chapel
on Tuesday night to express their
concern about the disappearance of
the Reverend Roy Bourgeois in EI
Salvador. The original plan was to
hold a candlelight vigil outside, but
inclement weather forced the group
to hold its services inside. About 100
people participated in the hastily-
arranged vigil.
Bourgeois, who spoke here
recently about Latin America, had
been working in EI Salvador as an
interpreter for a Chicago television
crew when he was reported missing.
His is the second media-related
disappearance in the recent troubled
months; freelance newsman John
Sullivan II I has also apparently been
abducted.
Freshman Jay Spievack , who
organized the service, offered
opening remarks praying for the safe
return of the Reverend Bourgeois,
who has been missing since he left his
hotel in El Salvador on Sunday.
Spievack noted the turnout at the
Chapel, calling it "a sign of beauty
that so many could come and express
concern for Roy Bourgeois."
The Reverend Stelk then offered a
prayer, saying, "This is a time for
sharing of concern and of very deep
feelings." In his prayer, the
Reverend mentioned the people
missing and those who have lost their
lives in EI Salvador, and prayed for
Bourgeois' "safety and his life."
Following Rolf Pendall's singing
of "Blowing in the Wind," GLeA
Director John Cranshaw spoke of the
Rev. Bourgeois' background, calling
his life "a story of development and
change and growth." Visibly shaken,
Cranshaw noted that the Reverend
had become involved in social change
in Bolivia, where he was a parish
priest. He called Mr. Bourgeois,
"One of those rare people who
"Thirsty Boots," an old Civil Rights
song, Terry Shupbach spoke to the
participants, urging that they con-
tinue to be involved in the EI
Salvador cause. Shupbach em-
phasized that, "Whatever we do, we
are making a difference; however
small our voices are, they are being- Listed bdo'l' Iresuggesllons for aelton for
those concerned ",lIh
Father Ro)' Bourgeois'
lIlIfel)':
Western Union 11-800-
315-5300]:
$3,50 for mailglllmsj
$3.20 for Public: Op'nion
Statemmts can also be
registered at: White Hous"
(101.456-14141, th"
Congressional Sl'I'ilcbooard
[101-114-3111}or the Stat"
Deplrtment's Cent rill
AmerlCi Affairs Dept.
[101-631-4010J.
Th" White Hoose lind
Congressional switchboards
are open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. The Stllte Depart_
ment's phone Is iahl to be
open 14 hOllrs a day;
ho"'""er, some difficulties
"-ve been reported getting
throulh after certain hours.
refused to ignore the suffering and
insisted on action; to my mind, that's
the only reason he disappeared,
because he insisted upon acting on
what he saw."
The service continued with Karen
Stevenson and Lauren Weiner
singing' 'Poor Wayfaring Stranger."
Spjevack then read statements of
concern to the Gambier-Mount
Vernon community he had received
from groups and indjviduals around
the country.
After Howard Sacks' rendition of
heard. "
The Reverend Stelk then con-
cluded the candlelight ceremony by
reiterating Shupbach's hopes that
citizens here will not let the matter
die. He had spoken to ABC, NBC,
and CBS news during the day, urging
them to keep the issue alive. The
Reverend urged a "full in-
vestigation" of the apparent kid-
napping, adding, "We've got to keep
the administration aware that we're
not satisfied with the Mickey Mouse
answers we've been getting."
On Community
And Communication
Over the course of the year, the Collegian has suffered a great deal
from a lack of communication within the College. In an article con-
cerning the termination of Dr. Posner's employment, the paper was
originally told by the administration that the doctor had resigned.
When writing about the deliberations over ending Custom's conlract,
the Collegian was caught in a crossfire of information and misin-
formation from administration and Student Council sources. When two
fraternities were brought before the IFC Judicial Board, the Collegian
was completely excluded from all information regarding the
proceedings. These difficulties hurl not only the Collegian; the effect on
the newspaper was much less profound than the repercussions felt
throughout Kenyon College.
The non-communication described above hurts all Kenyon residents
because it prevents us from becoming a community. A lack of com-
munication separates the administration from the students; ad-
ditionally, its effects filter down to the students and prevent them from
dealing with each other on a truly human level. Many of our relations
are so formal that we no longer relate to each other as individuals. One
senior commented, after a recent, unstructured social event, that he had
enjoyed it "because we broke through the artificial barriers that usually
exist. "
Until we can treat each other as individuals, not just as members of
groups or factions, we will not be able to become the Kenyon Com-
munity. In order to realize our full potentials as individuals and as a
group, there must be a respect of each other's efforts. The Collegian has
been hurt by the lack of serious treatment it has received from the
administration; we are all injured when an attitude that pervades the
institution prevents us from caring for each other as human beings.
"Godspell's"Clear Message'
Judging from the two energetic "Godspell" performances this past
weekend, there is a tremendous amount of untapped talent on this
campus. We feel that this talent can and should be utilized more often,
particularly in the production of musical plays.
We commend the directors, cast. crew, and musicians in "Godspell"
for two outstanding efforts. Your enthusiasm and dedication brought
the show alive and filled Rosse with an air of incredible electricity.
Those two rousing standing ovations were richly deserved; one senior
called it "the best production I've seen in my four years at Kenyon."
"Godspell's" success should send a message to the entire community;
musical talent abounds at Kenyon, and obviously the people here love
musicals - they love to participate in them and to see them. The at-
mosphere at Rosse on Friday and Sunday night is ample evidence of
that.
We feel that cooperation between the drama and music departments
is necessary to bridge the gap that currently exists between them. While
we have nothing but praise for the outstanding work of the KCDC and
the music department this year. we urge that they take an interest in the
idea of cooperating with one another so Kenyon can enjoy more
musical plays. Such an effort will enable an increase in manpower and
allow a greater diversity of productions (thus lessening the heavy load
on members of each department).
The student interest in musical plays is quite high; attempts by the
KCDC and the musical department to produce more of these shows will
be supplemented by an influx of new student participants. Perhaps a
core group of performers from "Godspell" will work together to
present musical plays in the future, but they have already done it on
their own once; let's help them out next time. A KCDC-music depar-
tment cooperative can only benefit the entire Kenyon community.
Till.'
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Likens Collegian
To the Enquirer
To the Editor;
Someone responded to my letter of
April 16 in the April 23, 1981 issue of
the Collegian and 1 thought, given
that he did not even have the courage
to use his own name. that I might
respond. Three points need to be
considered. The letter cited statistics
that "warrant change in the lottery
system" and then asserted that
fraternities would cease to exist
without preferred housing. The fact
that 284 students responded to a
questionnaire which began with a
statement that asserted a priori the
existence of housing inequities in-
dicated verv little to me. if only 284
people will respond to a question-
naire after being urged twice in
Newscope and for a week at meals,
then discontent cannot be widespread
on campus. Out of 1400, only twenty
percent expressed dissatisfaction.
Student Council elections get a better
turnout. Whether or not there are
inequities, the "unequal housing
survey" tells one nothing of value
about the housing situation at
Kenyon. Furthermore, fraternities
are gaining membership with each
passing year despite the fact that our
present housing allotment is totally
inadequate. If fraternities no longer
have an abundance of preferred
housing, then why do they continue
to grow?
Second, the writer of the letter
used a pseudonym rather than his
real name. Apparently, "John
Cubace" is afraid to be accountable
both for his opinions and his in-
tellect. If he were truly interested in
discussing an issue, he certainly
would not have taken such an ap-
proach. The writer of that letter is a
zero sum person.
Third, one must wonder how low
the Collegian will stoop in publishing
a ictter without identifying its author
when no real reason exists to
withhold the author's name.
Moreover, the Collegian chose to
provide a pseudonym, making it
appear that the author of the letter
had in fact signed his name. Such
journalism is in the tradition ot
publications like the National
Enquirer. Is it the Cottegian's policy
to provide anonymity for the views
of anyone willing to write a letter? I
hope that this reprehensible policy
will be changed by next year's editor.
Yours sincerely,
Brian D. Rance
Editor's reply; We reserve the right
to withhold a person's name upon
request, or to present a pseudonym,
if we feel sufficient reason exists for
such action. Obviously. we felt this
was the case in the letter to which you
refer. This policy is quite
professional, I assure you. If you are
expecting any drastic changes in
Collegian policy, you will be gravely
disappointed, for this year's editor is
next year's editor.
U.S. Arrogance
To the Editor:
The wave of nationalistic. blindly
pro-U.S., anti-communist sentiment
which is currently circutating through
this country has had an impact on
many areas of society, so it is not
surprising to find it expressed in the
pages of The Collegian as well. Such
is the case in the article by Ron
Hoover on the Washington seminar.
At the onset, the article promises
to be a simple, factual account of
what seems to have been an excellent
trip. The tone of the article changes
markedly, however, when he
mentions an interview with the 24-
year-old representative of the
Russian Embassy, becoming quite
subjective and biased.
Mr. Hoover remarks that
"straightforward questions con-
cerning Poland, Afghanistan, and the
plight of the Russian worker were met
by cautious. guarded, off-the-point
of the Russian worker were met by
Putting ourselves in the Soviet
officer's place, I would like to ask
how a UI-year-old. inexperienced
member 01 the U.S. Foreign Service
would react in similar circumstances
when confronted by a group of
Soviet University students asking
"straightforward" questions
regarding U.S. involvement in El
Salvador. Guatemala, Chile, South
Africa, Indonesia (with literally
hundreds of thousands being killed in
East Timor with U.S. weapons),
etc ... I should expect that many of us
might also give "cautious, guarded,
off-the-point" (in the eyes of the
Soviets) responses to questions about
the "plight" of the unemployed, the
underclass, racism, sexism. violence,
and all the other ills which beset us.
My point is not so much to criticize
Mr. Hoover's article, as it is to show
how our own prejudices are reflected
in our perceptions of the world,
particularly areas which are
culturally and politically very dlf-
ferent from our own. At times these
attitudes are unconsciously ex-
pressed, such as in much of the
"objective" news we receive; marry
times it is conscious and even
cynically used to manipulate the
thoughts and emotions of others.
The Reagan Administration's ar-
bitrary differentiation between
"totalitarian" and "authoritarian"
governments or "terrorists" and
"freedom fighters" are two
examples.
Arrogance and cultural blindness
are but two of the albatrosses around
the neck of U.S. foreign policy. They
are part of the reason why not even
'the -C.I.A. was able to guage the
depth-and strength of popular feeling
against U.S.-backed regimes in Iran
and Nicaragua, and why we continue
to misjudge the situation in El
Salvador, etc ... , perceiving all
conflicts in strictly political, East vs.
West terms. This is one of the
reasons that, as one of the students
on the Washington Seminar
remarked, "it's little wonder that
nothing constructive results from
(Reagan and Brehznev's) meetings."
Sincerely,
John E. Cranshaw
Committee's
Response
To the Editor;
Last Thursday's editorial, entitled
"Give Phys . Ed. Some Credit."
misinterprets the Faculty Committee
for Academic Affairs' reasons for
requesting further information and
consideration before favorably
recommending to the faculty the
proposal for granting academic
credit for physical education courses.
The editorial claims that the
Committee "declined to support the
motion (or any motion at any time)
granting academic credit for physical
education courses." Furthermore, it
goes on to state that their argumeDt
that credit should nol be granted was
"because it is not academic, not part
continued on page flu«
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By JOHN M. ELLIOTT
Senator Daniel Moynihan (Dem.,
N.Y.) has claimed that President
Ronald Reagan and Director of the
Office of Management and Budget
David Stockman are secretly his
agents (or "moles") inside the
Republican Party with the assign-
ment of foisting on that party such
disastrouSpolicies that it will quickly
self-destruct and allow the
Democrats to return to power.
Senator Moynihan could well be
right, but the .sad situation for the
Democrats is that the failure of
Reagan policies is about their only
hope!
President Reagan, egged on by
Stockman, has endorsed an
economic policy which breaks
,ignificantly from the policies of
recent decades and from the policies
generally favored by conventional
eeonomisls, including many con-
servatives as well as liberals. The
Reagan foreign policy also represents
a significant break from the past and
is a gamble for the Republican Party
and the nation.
If "supply-side" economics
"works," bringing economic growth
in the private sector without heavy
i~flation, then the Republican Party
is likely to prosper for the torseeable
The Democrats' Best Hope
Is for Republican Failure
future. The impact cr. federal
spending cuts for domestic programs
will not cause enough political
damage to overcome such economic
progress.
Reagan's foreign policy pursues
confrontation with the Soviet Union
and with forces elsewhere in the
world which it understands as proxies
of the Soviets. These policies could
help 'the public see that the Cold War
never really ended and that detente
never really existed (the conservative
interpretation), or they could destroy
detente and revive the Cold War (the
liberal fear). In either case, the public
could become convinced that the
United States rnust follow Cold War
policies and begin to glory in
American successes in standing up to
Communist aggression.
Wide public acceptance of the
success of these policies would result
in a significant shift to the right in
American politics. The liberal wing
of the Democractic Party would be a
lonely voice indeed. Ironically, such
a result would not hurt Senator
Moynihan's political career so badly,
for his unconventional brand of
moderate liberalism would represent
one of the few viable strategies for
the Democrats in the face of such
Reagan success.
Senator Moynihan, most
Democrats, and not a few Repulicans
do not expect to face this future as
they assume that Reagan policies will
fail. They assume that the Kemp-
Roth tax cuts will not stimulate the
economy as quickly as planned and
that the resulting large budget
deficits will spur inflation. Similarly,
they expect his confrontational
foreign policy to antagonize our
antes in Europe and get us involved
in conflicts in Africa and Latin
America which will bring us more
defeats than victories. The American
public will become fearful about this
course in foreign policy and will add
that to their unhappiness with the
state of the economy at home and
quickly come to the conclusion that
Reagan and the Republicans don't
understand how the world works.
Republican failure would actually
make the Democrats' future quite
unclear, for almost any Democrat
could win the Presidency in 1984.
There would be the possibility of a
quick revival for Democratic liberals,
led by Senator Kennedy or fonner
Vice-President Mondale. Present
public unhappiness with big
government could be swept aside as
part of the reaction to Reagan
failure. On the other hand, more
moderate Democrats, such as
Senator Moynihan or Ohio's own
continued on page seven
Academic Affairs Committee Clarifies
Position on Physical Education Issue
eonnnued from page two
of a 'liberal arts' education, flawed,
and contradictory." .
The Committee's report to the
faculty in February, 1981, however,
stated that "after considering the
Student Affairs Committee's motion
and other options for granting
academic credit for physical
education, (the Academic Affairs
Committee) concludes that at this
time it cannot recommend granting
academic credit for physical
education courses. Various unan-
swered questions remain, making
such an innovation at this time
premature, such as:
I) is academic credit the correct
reward to increase incentive for
enrolling in and staying in physical
education courses?
2) is physical education consistent
with other kinds of education that
now constitute the academic
program?
3)what would constitute an adequate
faculty for a program of physical
education consistent with Kenyon's
kindof liberal education?
4) how would such a faculty be
administered?
This report should present clearly
that the Committee would be willing
to consider the issue further. These
questions, however, must first be
answered, as they also were when
academic credit in the Music
Department was being considered.
The Committee does acknowledge
that physical education could become
an integral part of a liberal arts
program, but certain administrative
measures must be considered and
taken before the Committee can
recommend the proposal favorably.
AUdit credit, however, will be
granted next year.
Peter Resnik, Nancy Powers,
Brian Rance', Val Schaff
Student Representatives
John Ward, Chair
Stop and Reflect
To the Editor:
This is to endorse your editorial of
April 9 concerning 'life on the Hill'
and Michael Brownstein's suggestion
to the Student Council reported
earlier by your paper.
"The natural enemy of any subject'
is the professor thereon" It is clear
that if these tendencies are allowed to
prevail, every subject must in the
course of time become unteachable,
and not worth teaching. Thus
educational systems become the chief
enemies of education, and seats of
learing the chief obstacles to the
growth of knowledge, while in an
otherwise stagnant and decadent
society these tendencies sooner or
corrupt the social memory. The
power of the professor is revealed not
SOmuch by the things he teaches, as
. by the things he fails or refuses to
teach (F.C.S. Schiller, "Tantalus-or
the Future of Man.")
Are we in an environment most
conducive to preparing close-minded
technocrats? Should we give in to
'crocodile' - ness for esprit de corps
as an alternate lifestyle?
I ask what good is a liberal arts
institution lfit does not permit one to
practice the ideals it teaches (or fails
to)?
Kenyon, stop and reflect.
Name Withheld by Request
Thanks Extended
To the Editor;
I would like to express my heartfelt
gratitude to the Gambier/Mount
Vernon community for their show of
concern at the disappearance of
Father Roy Bourgeois. Tonight's
activity demonstrates that although
our acquaintance with Father
Bourgeois was rather short, the
words and feeling he left at Kenyon
live on. We must not let this activity
die. We must continue to pursue the
dreams of Father Bourgeois and his
fight for peace in Latin America.
In can only express my love for
those who participated in the vigil for
Father Bourgeois' safety. We must
continue to uphold the principles of
Father Bourgeois, and strive for a
more consistent U.S. policy for
human rights.
La Lucha continua
(the struggle continues)
-JayB. Spieveck
Read the Signs
To the Editor:
Many of the actions perpetrated by
students have convinced me that
some of us are not as educated as
attendance at Kenyon would seem to
imply. My major complaint concerns
what seems to be an inability to
differentiate between the earth's
surface and a trash receptacle? Sould
funny? Well, in a certain warped way
it is. In my eyes there is a great deal
of difference between the two, or at
least there should be. How this
misunderstanding originated, I do
not know but it has resulted in people
casually flicking cigarette butts,
tossing bottles, cans, and other litter
in all directions. This includes bottles
and cans in hallways, lounges, on
intramural fields, and cigarettes
extinguished on furniture and floors
(including some with rugs). The
manner in which this is done would
seem to indicate that they think they
are throwing their garbage where it
belongs, when in fact it will either lie
there or someone else will have to
pick it up. Have you ever seen
anyone picking up cigarette butts? I
haven't either.
continued on p"l;e twelve
As the school year draws to a close, many of us begin to reflect on the
months gone by and on what lies ahead. In this vein, we would like to
offer the following forecast for the future of this year's respective
classes:
The graduating class of 1981 has something unique to look forward
to: first actual contact with the Real World. Many will be moving away
from the protective shelters of home and the sometimes pacifying
isolation of Kenyon into the almost intimidating challenge of finding
jobs and establishing lives for themselves. But this challenge will not
necessarily be any more difficult to conquer than those they en-
countered at Kenyon, it will merely be different in form, and we are
sure that the members of the Class of '81 will be able to meet them
admirably ..
The Class of '81 will also have a tremendous experience to reflect
upon: four years at Kenyon. Although your class had a relatively large
attrition rate, there remains a core which has shared something very
special. You have been through similar experiences and have probably
had alot of fun along the way. You first gathered together on the steps
of Rosse Hall for the Freshman Sing, and one of the last things you do
as a unit will be a repeat performance there as seniors. Only now you see
each other as real people who are parts of yourselves - no longer are you
separate entities, strange and unfamiliar to one another. And all that
will finally culminate of Graduation Day, when one goal becomes
realized and you begin to integrate it with future aspirations. We offer
OUf congratulations to an outstanding class, and wish you the best of
luck in all that is before you.
Next year's senior class also faces a Dew challenge: the reality that
four years of life at Kenyon are almost over. Friends return from
abroad, and together you begin to achieve a perspective on the Kenyon
Experience. Goals and aspirations really begin to gain definition once
you have cleared that final academic hurdle, COM PS. Comps: a
struggle, certainly, for how many bleary-eyed seniors have we seen
emerging from their rooms after 72 straight hours of intellectual strain?
But next year's seniors can look forward to alot of fun, many good
times together. Senior year is a time to reflect upon past experiences and
to prepare for what lies ahead. You will work hard; your academics will
be peaking; comps will threaten to eat you alive. But we believe that you
will survive - that you will flourish - and that you will leave Kenyon
prepared to face the challenges of the future.
What's ahead for the present sophomore class? We foresee a tough
academic year (it seems that we're predicting all years will difficult
academically) of Core courses for everyone who stays, and a rich,
fulfilling experience for all those who venture abroad. That is not to say
that all of us who stay will be subjected to a dreary year of monotonous
moments; obviously the Kenyon Experience is something that can be
enriched and cherished with every passing day. But we are temporarily
separated when some decide to stay and others elect to go abroad - a
disconcerting prospect for many. But we'll all be together again on that
most important day of our lives, Graduation Day 1983. That's
something we can all look forward to.
The Class of 1984 faces the prospect of, by definition, being
sophomores. That experience is absolutely not to be missed. You may
suffer the dreaded "Sophomore Slump," but you will never feel alone
at that time when you are unsure of your goals and doubt your own
abilities. You'll find lOISof your classmates wandering around in a daze
mumbling, "Am I where Iwant to be? Am I doing what Iwant to do?"
and you'll find comfort in that. Upon reflection, even that experience is
healthy. It won't seem that way while you're suffering the agonies of
losing your sense of direction, and insecurity about LIFE, but once you
survive you'll see that you've grown. It is a fair assumption to say that
sophomore year is one of trememdous growth; we start actually
organizing goals and move toward realizing them. That Slump usually
hits in the middle of the year, when just about every sophomore ex-
presses the desire to leave Kenyon. But out of. that Slump often arises a
new sense of direction, a reaffirmation of principles and aspirations,
and once you get through it, you may find that you appreciate this place
even more.
Besides all that (thought that was all, didn't you?), you are going to
have to work next year. The term "Camp Kenyon" no longer applies.
You may be surprised to find that you are actuaJly enjoying it, though;
there are some fantastic professors here who will stimulate your interest
and enthusiasm. You'111earn new perspectives, broaden your outlooks;
you will somehow overcome the "tragedy" of being separated from
your friends who live on the other end of campus. The members of the
Class of '84 have the biggest surprise in store: they are going to find out
exactly what it means to learn and to grow.
So that's what our Collegian Crystal Ball predicts for each of the
present classes. We don't want to give anything away to any visiting
prospectives, though, so we won't say just what they're getting into. We
suspect they'll have a heck of a time finding out for themselves anyway.
Attend Drug Assembly
Student Council President Dan Mechem has finalized plans for a
c~mpus-wide .drug assembly. The assembly will be held on Monday
night at 7:30 III the Gund Dining Room. The Collegian strongly urges
all members of the Kenyon community to participate in this event and
make it a success.
The problem of drug abuse has come to light this year, as evidenced
by frequent discussion about the issue at Council meetings. Mechem has
o.rgan~zed.the assembly to try to get a better idea of exactly what the
suuancn IS so that Council and the administration can decide what if
any, action s~ould be taken. We applaud Mechem's concern, and str~ss
that community cooperation is vital if his endeavor is to be worthwhile.
~Iease attend the assembly to offer your views on what is a very
senous ~oncern for the Kenyon community as a whole. Your input can
help decide the outcome of the drug abuse issue.
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1977-78 Marked By Ubiquitous and Metaphoric Blaze of Fire
(Ed. note. We are reprinting this
essay, which originally appeared in
our last issue, because of layout and
printing problems which made half
this article incomprehensible. Mr.
Wathen's research and reportage
deserve ample consideratlon.)
By RICH WATHEN
As we stand upon the threshold of
graduation, members of the Senior
class are bound to look back on the
prominent events of our college
careers. It is not surprising that many
of the more poignant memories are
of those events that helped form our
convictions about life at Kenyon.
First impressions and experience,
while they are perhaps dimly
remembered, are generally the most
powerful. So, after four years at
Kenyon, now is perhaps the best time
to reflect on some of our collegiate
origins.
Most freshmen are filled with a
multitude of hopes and expectations.
I am sure that the enormous number
of ideas about what college life
would be like is today only exceeded
by the number of experiences that
were actually found. How many of
the hopes and expectations of the
incoming freshmen are to be dashed
in the next four years upon the reefs
turmoil and discontent, more drama
and tension, the simple reason is that
there was.
Even the arrival of the class of
'81 was marked with notoriety.
Behind the scenes of Orientation
Week the administration frantically
shuffled room assignments to ac-
commodate the largest freshman class
that they had had in history. It was
weeks before Ross Frazier got people
out of the Alumni House and into
College residences. Students and
faculty returned enthusiasically, little
suspecting the problems which were
to arise in the days ahead. The
football team, for example, bounced
in on the memories of a 7-2 season,
only to face disappointment in the
fall. Louis Weiss, head of the
Kenyon Film Society, had a cheery
note in the first issue of the Collegian
promising lively and exciting films,
not imaginging that much of the
liveliness and excitement was to be
generated by the KFS itself. In the
same issue, a lone letter to the editor
criticized the administration's
decision not to renew Political
Science Professor James Agrestc's
contract. It was to be the first shot in
a barrage of criticisms and ac-
cusations surrounding tenure
decisions that year. In September,
however, it was just a letter sand-
Louis Weiss was "looking for a
fight." Weiss, who was universally
acknowledged as an excellent judge
of films, was not one to leave the
gauntlet on the ground for long. He
promptly retorted that the only way
the committee could have prevented.
the film in question from being
shown was by force, and that in a fair
fight, he and the other KFS members
"would have pummeled them."
After this, and several other
clashes with Student Council,
Thomas Daniel, chair of the Media
Board, suggested that the KFS was
being run like a •'dictatorship."
Weiss came back wth a torrent of
abuse. Admitting that the KFS was
"his toy" and announcing the
formation of a new goon squad (to
be called the "pink shirts"), Weiss
coyly inquired if his critics were
familiar with "the feeling that ac-
companies the auto-threading of
one's private parts through the
projectors" in Rosse Hall. After
quoting a segment of Mr. Daniel's
own poetry, Weiss warned him to
look out for "falling projectors and
berserk motorcyclists from Chopper
.cuv.':
Weiss's demand that projection-
ists be paid, and the cost of the
new equiment that the KFS had
purchased be funded, were further
complicated by the discovery of a
widespread financial crisis within the
Student Council treasury. Through
December and January, Brian
O'Connor, the Student Council
Treasurer, tried to sift through the
fiscal wreckage of mismanagement
and poor bookkeeping. Thousands
of dollars of debt was uncovered
along wtih general bureaucratic
chaos. It would be several months,
and many painful cuts would be.
made in the budgets of student
'organizations before the entire
situation was stabilized.
. In the midst of these inter-
campus wranglings, Mother Nature
intruded. The jet-stream, normally
whistling around the globe at 60,000
feet, descended uninvited to the
~ lower altitudes, playing havoc with
]_ weather systems nationwide. The
"" result was a significant accumulation•t: of snow throughout the winter.
!! However, all the snowstorms of that
year were to be dwarfed by the
monster two-day blizzard that began
on the night of January 25. A
massive meterological low front
moved across the state sending the
barometric pressure to its lowest in
Ohio's history. The front was ac-
companied by winds of over 50 miles
per hour and ·temperatures of thirty
degrees below zero. In all, 23 inches
of snow fell in a 48-hour period. It
was the biggest snowstorm of the
century, paralyzing the midwest and
bringing life in Gambier to a halt.
Volunteers dug out paths and fire
hydrants and students were treated to
the surprisingly good culinary skills of
the Phi Kaps. Anny helicopters flew
food and supplies into many
of bad courses, psychopathic
roommates, bad scenes with the
opposite sex (whom you sub-
sequently cannot avoid), lousy food,
worse weather, impossible work
loads, awful housing lottery num-
bers, long trips back home in blin-
ding snowstorms, incomprehensible-
exam-shock-syndrome, con-
descending chavinistic professors, no
quarters in the game room, rusty
water in the laundry, late arriving ice
cold pizzas, and having your coat
used as a dance floor at the Betas.
How the many hopes of freshmen
survive all this is, in large measure,
the success of the Kenyon
Experience.
But for the Class of 1981, it is
not merely the unique wa/tanshaung
of our freshman year that makes it
particularly memorable. The relative
tranquility of the last three years has
proven that the 1977-78academic year
was one of the most turbulent, in-
teresting and controversial times on
campus. Every Kenyon senior was
probably affected differently and to
varying degrees by the campus events
of the freshman year; but no matter
how involved or uninvolved in those
events we felt, the tumult and uproar
of that year gave all the members of
the class of '81 a unique perspective
on their years at Kenyon. If it seems
to Seniors that more happened fresh-
man year, that there was more
wiched between one on water
shortage, and one from Mark
Hallinan, president of the Young
Americans for Freedom. Mr.
Hallinan was warning the more naive
Kenyon students that there were
"radical elements at the Kent State
University" demonstrating against
the construction of a new gym on the
site of the 1968 murder of four
college students. The Kenyon
chapter of the YAF was taking part
in the effort to"expose the violence
and terrorism being planned" by
these elements.
Mr. Hallinan would have been
appalled to know that the elements at
Kent State did not have the
monopoly on creating divisiveness.
Even as he wrote a controversy was
welling up between the Student
Council Executive Committee and
what one would of thought was the
most benign of student
organizations, the Kenyon Film
Society. The difficulties centered
upon the long tenn debt problem of
the KFS, the purchase of new
projectors, and various rnisun-
derstandings and personality con-
flicts. The disagreements climaxed
over the collection of money at a KFS
film, an action that the Executive
Committee of Student Council felt
was in direct violation of a previous
agreement. Jeremy Fey, President of
the Student Council, claimed that
stranded areas of Knox County.
Dozens of trees and powerlines fell
on campus, blocking roads and
paths. Many days pased before
Kenyon lost its Ice Station Zebra
atmosphere and life returned to
normal.
The storm was the worst of what
was to be a long cold winter. The
beginning of Spring vacation was
marked by heavy snowfall and it
wasn't until April that the larger
snowdrifts had melted. A coal
derstandings, the implied and direct
promises that had been given to
Shapiro, and the respective policies
of the College and the Political
Science Department. This, and other
efforts to clarify the situation, did
little to assuage the anger and
frustration that was growing in the
student body. The consensus among
students was that Shapiro had been
dealt with unfairly, and worse, that
the students had been cut out of the
decision-making process. The
... it is important not to minimize the disturbing impact
that the Shapiro case had on persons at Kenyon. On its
own small scale it was a tragedy that was destructive to
the fabric of Kenyon's academic and social life.
miners" strike and the resultant coal
shortages led to daily, hour-long
blackouts in all dormitories. For
many people, that winter per-
manently implanted a depressing
image of what winters at Kenyon
were like, an image that has not been
dispelled by the comparatively mild
weather of the last three years.
1-Just before Spring break, Louis
Weiss and the KFS again drew the.
attention of the Kenyon community.
In what a Collegian editorial called
an "obnoxious display" Weiss went
before the Media Board to answer
charges about his handling of the
.KFS. Lyrng prone upon the table,
pacing around the room, ler ding a
cheering section of his supporters,
and generally harrassing Board
members and witnesses, Weiss
emerged from the meeting victorious
with his position as the head of the
KFS intact. Just a few weeks earlier
Weiss had apologized to his op-
ponents, claiming that "wild friends,
easy women and big motorcycles"
had led him astray. "Add to
alcoholism," Weiss wrote in his
apology, "several experiments with
mind-expanding narcotics and a lurid
picture is painted." He testified to
having been reborn and asserted that
he was henceforth "projecting for
the Lord." One week after the Media
Board hearing, Louis Weiss and the
entire membership of the KFS·
resigned in protest of their treatment
by Student Council and by the
Collegian.
Just as the saga of Louis Weiss
ended, the controversy over faculty
retention and tenure decisions began
to heat up to a feverish pitch. The
conflict centered around the decision
not to retain Professor William
Shapiro. Shapiro was an extremely
popular and talented professor.
Students were dismayed by the
administration's decision and
confused by the reasons for it. In an
open meeting attended by hundreds
of students, President Jordan,
Provost Haywood, and Political
Science Professors Harry Clor,
William Frame, and Shapiro tried
unsuccessfully to untangle the
complicated web of misun-
powerlessness that students felt at the
time exacerbated the familiar charges
of college paternalism.
The green and red •'RE.
evaluate" flag ·and subsequent
literature began turning up on
campus. Bitter petitions and letters
dominated the pages of the
Collegian. Charges and counter-
charges were surreptitiously or
openly exchanged. More than just an
isolated decision over a single
professor, the Shapiro incident
caused a painful examination of the
methods and goals of a Kenyon
liberal arts education.
The controversy over William
Shapiro's retention would not end
until his resignation from the College
in the summer of 1978. Its effects
upon students and faculty have been
profound and long lasting. Looking
back, it is not necessary to reach
conclusions about who was to blame
for a very unhappy incident. At the
same time, it is important not to
minimize the disturbing impact the
Shapiro case had on persons at
Kenyon. On its own small scale it was
a tragedy that was destructive to the
fabric of Kenyon academic and social
life. For many students, and some
members of the facuity as well, the
Shapiro case was a deciding factor as
to whether they should stay at
Kenyon, or move on to a different
academic environment.
As the winter and cold spring of
campus discontent warmed into the
early summer months and the
academic year drew to a close, there
was a culminating, and not un-
characteristic, final event on campus,
A series of dramatic fires was set by
an unknown arsonist in a number of
college buildings. After the
tremendous blaze at the airport
storage hangar, a spectacle which
could be seen from the entire
campus, a student parrot was
organzied to prevent further arson
attempts.
So, in a blaze of fire and a heap of
ash, our freshman year ended. It
marked an era of development and
change for both ourselves and the
College. It is upon these foundations
that the next three years of collegiate
life were to be buill. Every year could
not have passed with the same cori-
troversy and emotion the first year,
nor would it have been good if they
had. Still, it is possible to miss some
of the distinguishing characteristics
of freshmen year. The College has
settled down to a less hectic pace;
William Shapiro is teaching
elsewhere; Louis Weiss graduated
student government functions quitely
and smoothly and the weather has
yet to commit any comparable
outrages. As for the mysterious
arsonist who seemed to enjoy putting
the torch to college property, either
the student patrols scared him off, or
he justleft on his own; the end result
was that the fires stopped and the
campus cooled down over the
summer.
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Summer Send-Off Features Four Bands
Sf CHRISTOPHER ROMER
Abandon your books this
weekend and head for the South
Quad to enjoy the Second Annual
Summer Send-Off festivities. This
~ear's blow-out should be the high
.Models will perform for two hours.
Kenyon's own Astro-Slavs then take
the stage in front of Leonard at 3:00
for their farewell Gambier gig. The
Slavs made their smash debut ap-
pearance at last year's Summer Send-
Off. The second icnic dinner of the
Vassar Clements
point of the Spring season at
Kenyon, with picnics, parties, and
musicalentertainment.
Starting at 4:00 Friday afternoon
an all-college picnic will be held in
the South Quad while the Mike
"Mad Dog" Adams Band plays its
unique brand of "new wave coun-
try" music until 8:00. The good times
will continue into the night at three
lf-Cvsponsored parties in the patios
behindOld Kenyon.
Saturday's events begin at 1:00
when a new wave band called The
weekend will be from 4:00 to 5:30,
also in the South Quad. Vassar
Clements strikes up his bow
promptly at 5:00 to climax this day of
music and frivolity.
Fiddler Clements and his band are
expected to put on a show that will be
remembered at Kenyon for years to
come. Although still unknown to
many outside his small group of
admirers, Vassar has been playing
professionally for over 30 years and
has only recently begun to receive the
Mike "Mod DQg" Adams Band
on to compose 30 original songs, Asrro-Stavs. Don't miss this chance
playing for Kenyon parties and to catch Kenyon's premier rock
concerts as well as at the Wildwood band!
Saloon in Mount Vernon. The Slavs Summer Send-Off is this weekend,
consist of Richard Radcliffe on Friday, May 1 and Saturday, May 2.
keyboards and bass; Brook Cumoron If it rains Vassar Clements will play
guitars; Michael Rosenfeld on at 9:00in Rosse Hall, Saturday night.
drums; and Xandra Coe on 'locals Likewise, The Mike "Mad Dog"
and percussion. Because Cumor and Adams Band, The Models, and the
----------------------------- Asrro-Slavs will perform either on the
South Quad or in Wertheimer
Fieldhouse on Sunday if there is a
rain-out. This year's Sumer Send-Off
is the product of much hard work on
the part of the IFC and All-College
Events Committee of the Social
Board. They invite you to join the
fun!
large-scale recognition he deserves
His music is a fusion of many various
types of American music including
country, bluegrass, jazz, blues, and
rock. The man they call "Superbow"
first gained national exposure in 1971
when the Nitty Gritty Din Band
featured him on the classic album,
witt The Circle Be Unbroken. Sino
then Vassar Clements has performer
with Dickie Betts (of The Allmar
Brothers), the Grateful Dead, tju
Monkees, The Boston Pops, Pau.
McCartney, and the Marshall Tucker
Band, among countless others. He is
self-taught, can't read music, and has
never had a bonafide fiddle lesson.
No matter. His superlative
musicianship is reflected in the
diversity of his repertoire and the
enthusiasm of his favorite slogan,
"Have fiddle, will jam."
The music of The Mike "Mad
Dog" Adams Band has been called
"new wave country", but they
describe it as "good 01' southern
raunch 'n' roll." They play songs
from Lynyrd Skynyrd, Bob Seger,
Creedence Clearwater Revival, The
Who, Jackson Browne, Cat Stevens,
and Elvis Presley, to name only a
few.
The Models are a new wave rock
band from New Orleans. They will be
performing some of their own
original material here at Kenyon. The
Models have previously performed as
the opening act for Pat Benatar, The
Ramones, and The Stranglers from
England.
The Asuo-Slavs are four Kenyon
students who will be giving their last
Gambier performance on Saturday,
Fiddler Clements and his band are expected to put
on a show that will be remembered at Kenyon for
years to come.
May 2. Since their debut (opening for
Leo Kottke last year) they have gone
Radcliffe are graduating seniors,
Saturday's show will be their last as
Turner's "New World" Rotates Epic 180 Degrees
By ANDREW HUGGINS
The time is 400 years in the
future, Religious zealots from the
BlackCounties of Vaniah are intent
on spreading the gospel of Christ to
the high counties of Ahia by means
of a bloody Holy War. Cities have
disintegrated into rotting cores of
violence; as a result, the suffix
"Riot" has been affixed to their
names: Hatton RiOI, Delphia Riot,
Kelan Riot. The heroes of this age
wield Swords sensitive to human
thought itself, fight battles of rockets
and lasers, yet ride into war on great
horses, sheathed in their
brightest armor. It is a world of rich
prOportionswhere love and hate and
war become clearly etched in one's
imagination.
_These are some of the images
poems in the epic mode, and so I've
been working with the form and
content for a long while. 'The New
World' came about when my in-
terests in America, the epic form,
and Science Fiction finally meshed.
"The Epic subject needs a
separation from the present day,
which is something that Science
Fiction enabled me to do. The
fundamental mechanism of this
poem is that it is set 400 years in the
future, quite divorced from the
matters of the present." Well known
epics such as the Odyssey, the Iliad,
or the Aeneid were set in a far off
past, so that in addition Turner's
twist of setting, "has rotated the epic
form 180degrees."
In the opening lines of the poem,
Turner's muse describes the poem's
English as "bright-eyed, furry, swift-
"J was trying to recapture the range and relevance
poetry used to have, creating a place where culture as
a whole could talk to itself, and understand itself
better"
--:---~---~==------
whichunfold in Professor Frederick footed, suc kler of her young."
Turner's recently completed epic According to Turner, "I had in mind
Poem"The New World." Written in an evolutionary metaphor in that
a meter based on aspects of Homer I image. In that, English for me is like
V, n 'rgtl, Old English, and the the mammals compared to birds or
traer·uronat Iambic Pentameter, it reptiles or fish. They may not have
~~lends Over 5000 lines and six the refinement or specialized purity
C apters, of birds and fish, but they maintain a
"1've been trying to write this marvelous, vulgar and affectionate
Tiloetn.for nineteen years," says intelligence, superior in general tourner "I . . . E li h h. ve wnnen other shorter all. I see this IS the way ng s as
evolved, from a combination of the
best of the other languages." The
poem says, "It may be seen in other
finer dressing, in the feathers of
brillant inflexions, in the scales and
spines of what barbaric or subtle or
lucid civilizations ... "
The physical setting of much of the
poem would ring familiar to many
local readers. Knox County has
become Mohican County, whose
capital is Mount Verdant, a place
"Where scholarship flourishes,
strangers who come from the stars
are made welcome to learn from our
craftsmen, our libraries, houses of
science and music ... where, by our
disciplines, the person is finer than
otherwhere for the an of life is
hammered here to perfection .. ."
Two of the main characters, James
George Quincy, and Rmh McCloud,
grew up in this Athens-like hub of
culture and civilization, which stands
directly opposed to the Black or Mad
Counties, located in what was once
Pennsylvania. The soldiers of these
counties "dressed in black and
bearing insignias showing the fiery
cross of the Mad Counties," have
"banded together to carry the Gospel
to the infidels of Ahia."
For all its beauty, Turner's "New
World" is also one of tumultuous
violence, seen especially in the
wastelands which were once cities.
This violence is derived from what
Turner calls, "The peculiar quality
of 20th century violence, where as
Yates says, 'mere anarchy is loosed
upon the world.' Involved in this
conception are the human rights
policies of Russia, the Holocaust, the
recent genocide in Cambodia, and
the unleashing of tribal violence with
technology in Africa. Another side of
this is the rioting in American cities.
Where any group has not made a
in 'Paradise Lost' uses the word
'man' generically, he is still more
sexist throughout than Classic epic
writers. lwanted to create a poem in
which not only the central subjects
are a man and woman, but also one
where an entire female culture is
represented as completely as that of a
male."
Professor Frederick Turner
deliberate choice of value, and has "The New World" is a vital work
lost the fundamentals of culture, it whose contemporary themes
will collapse into anarchy. And this is displaced in time and setting are in
what has occurred in the poem." keeping with fundamental aspects of
Turner has another objective, the epic poem. It is also a work by
which is revealed in the first line. "I Which, Turner acknowledges, "Iwas
sing of what it is to be a man and trying to recapture the range and
woman in our time." "Here the big relevance poetry used to have,
difference is the subject," he says. creating a place where culture as a
"In classical epics the subject is whole could talk to itself, and un-
clearly a man, and although Milton derstanditselfbetter."
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To be performed again Monday
Delightful Patience Parodies Wilde;
Quinn, Smith Abuse Poetic License
By PARKER MONROE and preparing for academic-
intellectual pursuits early next
month.
The operana has a wonderfully
nonsensical plot: a specialty of the
ever-creative W.S. Gilbert. Bun-
thorne, "a fleshly poet," has won the
hearts of the "twenty lovesick
maidens" who are usuaIIIy
languishing, one place or another,
onstage. Their sluggishness results
from their love for Bunthorne. He,
however, is madly in love with
Patience, a simple milkmaid, who is
good in word and deed. Throughout
the work, Bunthorne seeks Patience,
a role taken on during Saturday's
performance by the very capable
Nan~y Ferguson. Imagining that his
One hundred years ago, Gilbert
and Sullivan's Patience was first
performed in London's Savoy
Theater. Since that time, April 23,
1881, it has been one of Gilbert and
Sullivan's more successful works.
A spoof on the aesthetic movement
of the time, the lead character,
Reginald Bunthome, marvelously
played with all the requisite silliness
and nair by Paul Quinn, parodies
Oscar Wilde. Bunthome's aesthetic
rival, Archibald Grosvenor, played
equally well by Chris Smith, is
something of a half-baked Algernon
Swineburn. This playful attack on
pseudo-intellectualism was perfect
jor a college audience, overworked
The" Twenty Love-Sick Maidens" and Bunthorne (Paul Quinn)
Paine: On Choregraphy
By JULIA MARLOWE
Scribbling illegibly in the dark, I try to record Cathy Paine's com-
ments between dances-"choreography as expression of feeling,
idea ... urge to create ... "-then the lights come up and our attention is
diverted to the stage. Ms. Paine is a visiting artist, teaching dance at
Kenyon for the past four moths, and this weekend's Spring Dance
Concert will be the culmination of her work here. It will include works
choreographed and performed by her students, her own choreography
performed by students, and a dance which she will perform solo.
Originally from Washington, D.C., Paine came to Ohio University
for her degree in dance, after which she danced professionally in
Maryland and Montana dance companies. After a few years, prompted
by a heightened interest in choreography (and the collapse of the
Montana Dance Co.) she returned to D.C. where she is forming her
own company, "Cathy Paine and friends." She has also sold her work
to other dance companies to perform.
Paine calls herself "a modern dancer" and although she admits the
broad scope of that title, she doesn't limit herself by attempting a more
specific one. "I hope in my choreography to be eclectic," she tells me
"so I experiment a lot." This is a tendency she has transferred to her
students as well-many of the dances to be presented this weekend
represent bold explorations of dance technique, particularly ofrhythm.
All are examples of modern dance, but represent quite different work
within that discipline.
Confident that she has found her proper niche, Cathy is anxious to
return to her nascent company and continue choreographing. But she
feels that her four months of teaching at Kenyon have been vital and
rewarding. "it's been very advantageous for me to teach here for this
time-I think I've learned more than my students!" AI; especially
valuable for her she cites her freshman lecture course in which she has
enjoyed several interesting discussions of her art. Many points raised by
students have shed new light on dance for this receptive instructor
which will effect her own style in the future.
This is appropriate, for dance is, most essentially, movement-as
performed and as an art form. It must interest audiences constantly
through fresh mobility and constantly changing patterns to succeed.
Likewise, as an art, it cannot become static. Its vitality arises from the
fresh approaches and experimentation of artists like Cathy Paine and
that vitality is nurtured at Kenyon, for instructors and students, by a
successful visiting artists program.
A Scere trom the upcoming Dance Concert
heart's desire is unavailable, the
aesthetic Bunthorne decides, with the
help of his solicitor, Robert Blythe,
to raffle himself off to his maidens.
At the very instant he is to decide
who his wife is to be (make no
mistake, Bunthorne is every bit the
"aesthetic sham" he confesses to be
in an early recitative), Patience gives
herself to him.
No doubt you wonder why a sweet
milkmaid would give herself to a man
who carries a flower about with him.
Well, her true, childhood love,
Archibald Grosvenor (do you
remember Archibald
Grosvenor-he's Bunthorne's rival),
who is cursed with "fatal per-
fection," has realized that because of
that, he can marry no woman.
You needn't worry. Sweet Patience
gets her Archibald. On instructions
from the luckless Bunthorne, he
makes himself common, and, thus,
eminently marriageable.
Given the lengthy solos and dif-
ficult patter-songs many of the
characters were required to perform,
l all sung admirably. Of the main
~ characters, Chris Smith and Nancy
_ Ferguson were the most strong and
~ clear. Miss Ferguson's voice is
e especially lyrical and sweet, which
II made it perfect, of course, for a
~_ dainty thing like Patience.
\:; For humor's sake, Mr. Quinn stole
the show. He often elicited cheers
between stanzas of his songs and
bursts of loud laughter for his
perfectly exaggerated antics. His
rolled "r's" cast him well as the false
of attempted intellectual, while his
nervous twitchings and impatient
foot-stamping showed him to be the
silly little twit he is meant to be.
On the comic checklist, the Lady
Jane, played by Fred Hollingsworth,
was a close runner-up to Mr. Quinn.
Patience (Nancy Ferguson) and The Lady Angela (AN!tta KanakaN!des)
She was an older lovesick maiden (a
lovesick madame, perhaps?) and
long-suffering devotee of Bunthcrne.
To my mind, her recitative and song,
near the beginning of the second act,
is the best number in the show.
Feigning a string bass ac-
companiment, Miss Holingsworth
sang: "Fading is the taper waist,!
Shapeless grows the shapely limb,!
And although severely laced,1
Spreading is the figure trim!1 Stouter
that I used to be,! Still more cor-
pulent grow I-I There will be too
much of mel In the coming bye and
bye!! Although Ms. Hollingsworth,
given the mind-boggling mammeries
with which clever Director Roger
Andrews endowed her, did bring
much laughter from the enthusiastic
G & S fans at the Hill Theater, her
voice was often too light and high for
the weightly assignments given to the
Lady Jane.
Director Andrews, a newcomer
this year to Kenyon and already
much respected by anyone who can
sing on key, played stage-side
piano, and directed the players with
flourishes of the hand and facial
expressions which were often as
funny as what was happening on
stage. His elegant and bold sense of
humor was everywhere evident: for
example, score-cards were held up by
two dragons, rating a schtick by a
companion. His staging was almost
always clear and intelligent and he
made both the male and female
choruses sing beautifully.
When it came time for bows, the
audience cheering wildly, the bouse
nearly came down. Never in my time
at Kenyon has an audience been more
enthusiastic for a theatre piece. And,
when Reginald Bunthorne appeared,
they rose to their feet and showered
him with flowers (stolen during
intermission from the Ascension
garden). Michael Jones, Kenyon's
resident expert on Oscar Wilde, said
later that "Oscar would have just
loved it!"
No doubt all in attendance did.
Let's hope that Chris Smith was right
when he said, after the bows, that a
new Gilbert and Sullivan Company
may soon fonn on the Hili.
Because as many were turned away
from last Saturday's perfonnance as
were able to attend, another per-
fonnance will be given in the Hill
Monday at 9:30 p.m. Tickets will be
available Friday and Monday in the
Music Department office, Rosse
Hall.
From My Bicycle Seat By Michael M. Brownstein
Report (with Apologies to White)
The other day at lunch, my friend
Judi said to me that she felt that most
of the students who go here are
middle children. She was sipping a
peppermint float, while I was en-
joying an orange julius.
I had never thought of it that way.•During this time of year, lots of
reports are due: some seniors are
finishing their camps, other students
are busily working on their four
papers that are due within a 24 hour
span. Even the professors and ad-
ministrators are busy working on
reports: The former corrects the
notions of their young scholars, as
well as preparing reports to the in-
stitution in preparation for next
year's offerings, while the latter
tames those requests noting the
imperfections of their proposals,
much in the same way that students'
papers are graded.
In the iibrary, there is a healthy
buzz of activity; students continually
consult on each other's progress, and
they exchange ideas about their
projects or their phone numbers.
We appreciate the "literary"
efforts of Michael M. Brown-
stein, Keeper of the Oates of
Heaven.
"Extension" is a popular word
around these parts nowadays. It
seems that nobody likes to get things
in on time. This pleases me; it's nice
to belong. •There are 1433 students on campus
right now; 334 Seniors, 308 Juniors,
360 Sophomores, 418 Freshmen, and
13 special students. At the beginning
of the year there were 1458 people
enrolled. During the 1977-78
academic year 52 out of the 1456
students did not stay for a second
semester at the college. This year 25
decided not to return. There was a
net gain of27 people.
Support
Your
Local
Katharine
Hepburn
Fan
Club
Today
145 faculty members work on
staff, some are part-time, while most
are not. None have been lost so far.
Originally, there were 426 students
in the Class of '81. As Seniors, the
numbers has been reduced 22 per-
cent. Only 83 staff members have
been here since, or before the Class
of '81 arrived. More faculty was
purged then students. In the Faculty
Directory, Ahlport has taken the
place of Agresta, Shapiro has been
replaced by Smolak. Even Haywood
is gone. His replacement's name is
Irish.
L --=======
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Knox County's Poor Reflect an Appalachian Attitude
By PARXER MONROE is little different from other Ohio
counties, and state and national
levels are nearly equal to those of
Knox County. But in an important
sense, Knox County's problems are
far more acute.
"Lack of resources to combat
poverty," is the curse of many rural
welfare efforts, said Schneider. He
said that many area residents either
do not know that money may be
available to them, or they are too
proud to ask for help. Although it is
no longer primarily an agricultural
community, there are still many
farmers in the greater Mt. Vernon
area. Many of those have been in-
culcated with a "take care of
oneself" frame of mind that resists
either accepting or aiding welfare
programs.
Although it has been changing
slowly for the past decade, welfare
and medicaid programs still meet
WIth hostllit y in the area; social
programs are widely supported. "It's
like: you earn your living. And if you
don't earn your living, you're a no-
good bum. And any no-good bum
taking dole, is not worth paying
attention to," said Ms. Cole. Not
only is there some hostility toward
individuals who receive assistance,
welfare "boom," Knox County
Commissioner Richard Mavis
responded forcefully, saying that
Knox County had made great strides
in aiding area needy, and thai Mount
Vernon and the county were not a
"poverty pocI:~~JE an article in
Despite repeated entreaties by social
workers, he insists that he will only
leave his shack "on a slab." That
tenacity and hard-bitten durability is
not uncommon among Knox
County's poor.
It is the same for those who live
say, "You're going to see
families-the grandmother, cousins,
maybe, a fifteen-year-old daughter
with an illegitimate child-living
around a little pot-bellied stove. And
who knows where they all sleep!" she
added, pointing out how small most
KnoX County is not the poorest
county in Ohio. Up until last year at
least, that dubious honor belonged to
Meigs County, which is in the
southeastern part of the state along
the Ohio River. Anyone at the Knox
County Service Center (KCSC),
where all medical, financial and
social assistance agencies are ad-
ministered, will explain that Knox
County is very poor, however.
According to Daniel D. Schneider,
Director of the Knox County Welfare
Department, Knox was 79th of 88
Ohio counties in per capita poverty
levelsin 1970.
That means that during 1980,
20.4070 of Knox County families had
an income under $3,000. And
although the official unemployment
rate was near the national average of
6.2D1~ (as of April I, 1979), KCSC
administrators expect that real
unemployment (which is the number
of unemployed individuals who
could join the workforce) is closer to
20%.
In an article published in February
by The Walt Street Journal, rural
welfare programs were reported to be
expanding quickly and welfare rolls
swelling. It said that the percentage
of country families receiving some
kind of assistance in 1980 was "up
111170 from the year before and up
40070 from five years ago."
Much of the reason for larger
assistance programs and payments
each year has been the in-
Ilationary/recessionary cycle into
which the country is locked. A great
many Knox County people who
could just make ends meet a few
yearsago are now looking for help in
gettingback on their feet and staying
there.
The Knox County Service Center
has been instrumental in putting
thousands of people back on their
feet-c-some even hit the ground
running. The types of aid are broad
in scope. Any medical, financial or
social service provided in Knox
County is very likely to have come
from the large, brick building
situated on Coshocton Road between
Gambier and Mt. Vernon.
Knox County's poor are being
helped, and in large numbers.
Schneider, permanent director of the
KCSC since 1975, said in a recent
interview that more than 2,600
The Mount Vernon News Mavis was
reported to have said that thecounry
tries very hard to help the poor, and
raised taxes last year to fund a
along the river road, often called
"Little Appalachia" by Kenyon
students. Just a mile or so from the
polished brass banisters and elegant
stained-glass windows of the Great
Hall live people in the same "con-
dition as the man mentioned above,
Knox County social workers say.
According to Judith Goodhand,
the Supervisor of the Social Services
Division, there are a great many
"invisible poor" people in the area.
They live along the nearly 1,000
college and township roads which
line the countryside, she said.
Because many of the very poor
who live in "Little Appalachia" and
other parts of the county are trans-
ients, their numbers are impossible
to ascertain. It seems to be com-
monly agreed, however, that there
are a goodly number of these families
who live in poverty-some less
contentedly than others-s-and that
their way of life has become
traditional. Some of the families on
river road may have been there for
generations, Ms. Cole speculated. If
you go down there, she went on to
homes are.
Although a great many efforts are
being made to help all of Knox
County's needy, the future looks
bleak for many of them. Proposed
budget cuts by the Reagan ad-
ministration will hit very hard, if they
are enacted by Congress. In fact,
KCSC adminsitrators say that
President Reagan's plan may back-
fire in parts.
Said Ms. Cole: "Reagan wants to
cut those people who are marginally
eligible. Damn! Those are the people
who really need it. They're out there
working now. If you take away their
benefits, I don't know how they're
going to make it. Now they can get
food stamps, day care maybe. But
you take that away and you may see a
lot of people giving up and flooding
back into the system."
That Reagan's proposed budget
cuts may be the straw that breaks the
back of many poor people was a
sentiment echoed by Mr. Schneider.
If many of the cuts go through, he
said, "We may be setting ourselves
continued on page twelve
The Democrats' Futurebut to the very idea of poverty itself.
Many people block the idea out.
"This used to be a strong agricultural
community," said Cole, "very, very
middle-America oriented-Midw
children's aid program.
Despite progress that has been
made in easing poverty's burden
here, some people live in conditions
so bad they are nearly unbelievable.
One of the most powerful
examples of extreme poverty is an
elderly man who lives alone in a
shack along one of the major roads
to Mount Vernon. Crippled from
below the knees for many years, he
has placed handles around the walls
of his shack, which enable him to
move about. He lives with his two
dogs who share his bed at night.
Excrement, garbage and trash
cover the floors. His mattress has
been worn so thin springs protrude
above its surface. Life for this man
(who, because he is a client of the
Knox County Service Center, will
remain nameless) centers around a
small coal stove. Mice and rats are
everywhere; they can be seen eating
his food. Most notable is the am-
monia-like stench which fills the
shack from the feces, rotted food and
dead mice which are ever underfoot.
Something of a hermit, he is often
lonely. Whenever there are visitors,
he talks quickly and with an in-
telligence that seem to contradict his
fourth grade education. A West
Virginian by birth, he has lived in the
Mount Vernon area most of his life.
continued/rom page three
Senator John Glenn, will also seek to
lead the Democrats revival, arguing
that their party must take into ac-
count the public attitudes which
helped to elect Reagan in the first
place.
Finally, we must take into account
the possible middle ground outcome.
Assume that while Reagan economic
policy doesn't simply fail, it doesn't
produce quick results either, or it
produces some economic growth
accompanied by increased inflation.
Similarly assume mixed results in
foreign policy, public unhappiness
with greater involvement in El
Salvador, perhaps, or increased
conflict with our allies to counter-
balance the general support of most
A.mericans for the 'get tough with the
Russians" approach.
One result of this public evaluation
would be Democratic gains in the
1982 Congressional elections. That
would prevent further im-
plementation of the Reaga,
economic program and introduce a
period of serious political conflict
between President and Congress.
This deadlock would not add luster
to the Democrats' image, but it
would certainlv .eliminate the
Republicans' present hopes of riding
to predominance in American
politics on the policies of supply-side
economics and a reduced domestic
role for the federal government.
From out of this deadlock the
liberal wing of the Democratic Party
might emerge victorious in internal
competition, but it would be unlikely
to be able to win the Presidency.
However, out of these circumstances
a more moderate Democrat, who did
not have a reputation as an ob-
structionist to the popular aspects of
Reagan's program, would have a
good opportunity to lead the
Democrats back to power.
All of this analysis leads us back to
the question of whether or not
President Reagan's policies make
sense or not. His policies, both
foreign and domestic, are un-
doubtedly popular at this time. Their
popularity attests to their simplicity.
Are these simplicities in tune with
the wcrkmgs of the real world? The
future of the Democrats as well as the
Republicans depends on the answer
as interpreted by the American
people.
people are currently receiving some
kind of public assistance in the
COUntyof 44,000. The nearly t51lJ"of
families on some kind of aid "is
POsitivelyan amazing figure." ac-
Cording to Rose Cole a KCSCI •
ll~me Maintenance Supervisor.
Ms. Cole said that the percentage
ofPeople getting aid in Knox County
theory kind of thing-and many feel:
how dare someone say it (poverty)
exists here? There's a tremendous
amount of attack on it from people
who don't realize that a pretty strong
percentage of the people in this
county live in poverty."
After the publication of The Wall
Street Journal article on the rural
John Elliott is an Assistant Professor
a/Political Science.
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Hill Turns on Team
E
Aoril30. 1981
Women's Lacrosse DumpsAshland
By KAREN ROCKWELL
The Ladies Lacrosse team
continues to roll out Tuesday, they
met the Ashland College Eagles on
Airport Field and soared above the
faltering Eagles 19-0.
Ashland played with a skeleton
team that did not have the bench
depth to substitute - even for injuries.
Therefore, the familiar name found
upon the short list of shots-on-goal
by Ashland really did belong to a
Kenyon player! Sarah Hill sub-
stituted for an injured Ashland
player at the second home position.
Hill, in the words of Coach Karen
Burke, almost became "a real
scrapbook triVia statistic" - only
Kenyon player to ever destroy her
own teammates' shut-out. Sarah's
shot was one of the three shots on
goal taken by Ashland,
The Ladies defensive squad,
capable, though they are, obviously
did not get much of a workout. The
offensive squad, however, had a field
day, racking up an average of onegoal
every two minutes. Kenyon
goals were scored by Ashley Van
Etten with seven, Cathy Waite with
six, Sarah Corey with two, and Mary
Dehaven, Carolina Coldini, Sally
Camp, and Susie Morrill with one
each. Susie Morrill - but doesn't she
olay defense wing, yOIl say? Well-
yes, but don't tell her that. Susie
Miller racked up a truly phenomenal
three saves in the goal. Every
,member of the Kenyon team, both
varsity and junior varsity played at
unaccustomed positions, The Eagles
just simply could not get off the
ground.
•
The Ladies next, and last, game
will be next Wednesday, on Airport
Field at 4:30, against Kent State
University. Come-spend the first
afternoon of reading period cheering
on a winningcombination-Kenyon's
women's Lacrosse, and spring
weather.
Golf Points to Championships
By MARK ESPOSITO
One month and five matches later,
the men's golf 'team keeps getting
better and better. At the opening of
April, at the windy Marietta College
Invitational, the Lords opened their
season with an eleventh place finish,
out of twelve OAC teams. This first
tournament gave the Lords a taste of
the competition they were to face for
the rest of the year.
The Lords second GAC com-
petition was the Beckler-Parlor
Invitational on April 10 and 11. Here
the Lords improved their team
position with a fourteenth place
finish out of 20 teams. This meet
featured a different lineup from the
previous match, as Doug Thompson,
Jay Houck, John Hawn, and
Ned Lee joined the one-two punch of
Scott Levine and John Griffin.
In the team's own Kenyon
Invitational at Apple Valley it moved
up five places from their Marietta
showing to finish sixth of the thirteen
OAC teams present. The team's total
score was only 17 shots behind Ohic
Wesleyan's winning score of 402.
Coach Jim Zak was pleased with
the team's first three performances,
pointing especially to its gradual
improvement each week. Yet he
remains a bit unsure concerning
future tournaments, saying, "We
have problems getting our top six
players onto the green each week
with the academics here."
So far this year the Lords have
rotated nine different players
through the starting six, including
four freshmen, four sophomores,
and one junior.
On the April 20 the team traveled
to Denison for the Denison Tour-
nament, where they placed ninth out
of 11 teams. Last weekend the Lords
played in their fifth tournament of
the season, finishing eleventh at the
Wittenberg Invitational.
With only two weeks of school left
the team has two more matches. On
May 4 the golfers play at Mount
Union, and then travel to Ohio
Wesleyan on the jth and 8th for the
OAC championships.
Men's Tennis Prepares for Showdown with Denison
By DON SHUPE
Mother Nature has not taken
too kindly 10 Ohio's spring athletes
this year. For the men's tennis team,
the past month was no exception, as
so far the season has been a constant
struggle to remain sharp in the face
of adverse weather conditions.
Up against perennial Conference
power Denison last Thursday, the
Lords suffered a lackluster 8-2 loss.
Andy Folkerth was impressive once
again at number six singles, defeating
his opponent6-2, 6-3.TheLords'other
victory came in third doubles, as Jeff
Tikson and Folkerth took the matchin
threesets. 6-3,5-7,6-4.
Perhaps more disappointing than
the team loss itself was that the
Lords' previously undefeated first
doubles team of Kerry Hall and Alex
Luchars lost its first match of the
season, 6-4, 6-3. Nevertheless,
Kenyon coach Jim Steen was op-
timistic when he commented, •'One
match doesn't indicate our potential,
and the type of learn that we are.
Granted, Denison played extremely
well, but there's absolutely no reason
whatsoever that we can't give them a
run for their money at the Con-
ference championships."
Saturdav. in the last home match
of the season, the Lords overcame:
Ruggers Earn Denison's Respect
ByJOEREAGAN
Saturday, nine members of the
Kenyon Rugby club traveled to
Oxford, Ohio to play against a
Miami University club. The Lords
were forced to "Draft" players from
the sidelines to fill out a full team of
15 players. Despite this adversity,
Kenyon managed to play well in a 10-
Otoss.
The first half was competitive,
ending in a scoreless tie. Kenyon did
seem to have the momentum at
points of the half, doing a good job
considering the fact that the team
fielded had never played together as a
unit. But Kenyon's lack of recent
conditioning was made clear at the
outset of the second half, as Miami
ran through the Lords for two quick
tries and its ten points. After waking
up, the Lords played the rest of the
half wen, but weren't able to put
across a try. Despite the defeat there
were some fine individual per- scored by Graham Robb after a
forrnances, most notably by Mike blocked kick. Robb added the
Fitzgerald. After the game Kenyon conversion.
was treated to a pig roast and party
by Miami. Kenyon Rugby has been plagued in
The previous ITuesday the club recent weeks by anemic attendance at
made a fine showing at home against practices and the resulting lack of
Denison, losing 14-6. The learn was conditioning, and problems getting
fairly pleased with the result con- aggressive in games. The problems of
sideling the 30-0 thrashing suffered committment to a club sport are
in the fall at the hands of Denison. magnified in a sport of Rugby's
The pack played well for Kenyon in nature. Despite this, the level of
that game, winning a good per. play has risen dramatically since the
centage of the scums, Denison's fall season. This Saturday the team
scoring was the result of shoddy rwill compete in an QAC Rugby
tackling at times. Kenyon's try was tournament to be held at Denison.
In the 1979-80 academic year there were 38 minor fires, and 28 false
alarms. This year we reported 18real and false alarms in this box. This
major reduction is a trend which we heartily applaud, and urge a
continuation of it in the years to follow.
Gund ... 4
x....h... 1
ronrlon, .1
c......... 4 Bu,hn.U ... 1
Old K'"fan ... 3 l.an,," ... 2
M<Brid •.•• 1 FON ..• 1
biting cold winds in their 9-0 trounce
of Oberlin. The team clearly
dominated its opponents, Steen
calling it "a match that was hardly
noteworthy save for the fact that
sheer victory lifted the team's spirits
somewhat after the loss to Denison."
The Lords have just one match
remaining before the OAC cham-
pionships at Oberlin a week from this
Friday and Saturday, against Mount
Union.
101South Main SI., Ml. Vernon
Phone 397-7380
Traduionat.Olothtnq
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Lords Split with Ohio Northern
ByDAVE DEACON
Last weekend marked the grand
unveiling of McCloskey Field, in
honor of Gambier's Colonel Owen
T. McCloskey. Following the
festivities the Lords played their best
baseball of the season, defeating
previously nationally-ranked Ohio
Northern 9A, then losing a tough
second game 3-0.
Sophomore Tom Cooper pitched
the first game and fared well against
a potentially dangerous Ohio
Northern attack. He was helped
along by a good defense which has
became more confident and efficient
as the year has progressed. Con-
versely, the Bears' defense spent the
afternoon fumbling the ball around
~the diamond.
The second game was another
pitcher's duel for the Lords, with
Ohio Northern winning 3-0. Kenyon
nearly tied it in the last inning when
Skip Rowe hit a long drive to the
fence with two men on base.
However, the ball didn't quite carry
enough, landing softly in the out-
fielder's mit.
The Lords record currently stands
at 11-9, which ties the all-time
Kenyon mark for most wins in a'
season. Co-Captain Rowe feels that
this could be the best team the
College has ever fielded. With three
strong starters in Cooper, Mike
Voigt, and Gary Vucek , a relief
pitcher, Wilbur Hane, who "spots
the ball as well as anyone on the
staff," and a steadily improving
defense, Kenyon has the talent to
shut down nearly anyone in the
OAC.
With a couple of weeks left in the
season, the Lords still have an ex-
cellent chance to win the Northern
Division. However, Wooster
College, which defeated the Lords
handily earlier this season stands in
the way. If the offense fights off its
previous inconsistency and the
seemingly solid pitching holds up,
Kenyon could sneak its way into first
place.
Collegian Sports
,~ ,~
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The "Other" New Facility
By BOB DOHERTY
The nearing completion of the Athletic Recreational Covocational _
Complex (ARC), has overshadowed one of the more interesting stories
in Kenyon's athletic facilities.
Originally, Kenyon had no athletic facilities whatsoever. Then, in the
late nineteenth century, Rosse Hall was turned into a gymnasium. It
consisted of one basketball court, lockers and showers which
were located in the basement, and coaches of-
fices in the balcony area. Some Kenyon football coaches of
the day were heard to complain that the reason their teams fared so
poorly was that the players saved up all their energy for the walk up the
hill from Benson Bowl after the game. The facilities were, to say the
by finishing second. Not to be
outdone, Berends won the 100 and
200, in 11.06 and 22.34, respectively.
Other good Kenyon performances
included Ross Miller's second places
in the shot put and disucs, and Dave
Thomas' second place. in the long
jumu.
This past weekend the men's learn
traveled to Ohio Nonhero in a tri-
meet which also included Oberlin.
CaplainandlongjumperDaveThomas
.
was also second in the triple jump;
and Berends, who won the 200 in
23.3, and was second in the 100 in
11.4. The rest of the points were
picked up by Garth Rose, second in
the 400 M Hurdles and third in the
110 Hurdles; Miller's two fourth
places in the discus and shot; and
Huggins' fourth place in the
Steeplechase.
Two days ago the team took its
skeleton squad to Otterbein College
where it competed against Otter-
bein, Ashland, and Malone. The
meet had several Kenyon highlights.
Huggins won the steeplechase in
9:48, thus qualifying for the con-
ference meet. Standard lowered his
school record in the 1500 for the fifth
straight meet, finishing 5th with a
4:05, another two seconds off.
Berends set a school record in the 400
with a 49.9 and made conference
qualifying by a one tenth of a second.
He also finished second in the 200.
Helme ran a personal best in the 800,
finishing in 2.01.7, as did Rose, who
run 60.6 in the 400meter hurdles for a
third place. Baker alsocaptureda third
inthediscus, with a 135,6."
With the OAC Championships less
than two weeks away, the men hope
to qualify more runners in their last
Invitational of the year, this weekend
at Wooster. The women, meanwhile,
are anxiously awaiting the stan of the
first of many annual Kenyon
Invirationals this Saturday. They will
host 11 teams from around the
Midwest, five of them OAC schools,
with the first event scheduled for
11:00.
The Lords finished third with 41
points, behind Northern's winning
total of 84, and Oberlin's 58. The
team did, however, manage to win
four events, led by Baker's OAC
qualifying throw of 135-9V2 in
the discus. The other winners were
Standard, who won the 5000 M in
15:21.9, to go along with his second
place in the 1500 M; Thomas, who
won the long jump in 21-1 1/4, and
MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear. Equipment. Shoes
133 S. Main St .. Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St.. Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Men's Track RunsBusySchedule Rosse in its pre-Music: Hall days
least, inadequate. The situation was made intolerable with the explosion
of Kenyon's student population after World War II. Relief came in
1947 when the Bureau of Community Facilities of the Federal Works
Agency gave the college half of a Navy drill hall from Camp Peary
Virginia. The college had the structure dismantled and transported it by
The inside of Wertheimer under construction
train to Gambier where it was to be erected at the foot of the hill. On
March 4, 1948, Dean Frank Bailey turned over the first spadeful of
earth and began the construction program.
During the next seven months, the building was erected and com-
pletely renovated. The hall was sealed, electricity, plumbing and heating
were installed, the roof was retarred and the entire building was
repainted. The building was finished and ready for use in October of
1949. The dedication ceremony took place halftime of the homecoming
football game between Kenyon and Capital University. It was named
Wertheimer fieldhouse in honor of Leo W. Wertheimer, who left a
bequest to the Alumni Council for the improvement of Kenyon.
As most people have probably noticed the fieldhouse is once again
undergoing a complete renovation. The roof is being retarred and
insulated and a new drop ceiling is being installed. All the interior walls
are being repainted and a plastic netting will replace the old string one.
The new floor will be dyne-turf, a Tartan-type rubberized surface. The
floor will be divined up so that it can be used either as three basketball
courts, or depending upon the sport, four volleyball, tennis, or bad-
mitton courts. When the renovations are finished, the fieldhouse will be
used for team practices, intramural games and pacifying students who
are tired of studying.
With the pending completion of the ARC the renovations of
Wertheimer fieldhouse, and the many new athletic fields, it can be safely
said that the Kenyon athlete has never had it so good.
By STEVE BEHRENDT
Marietta's team depth proved to be
too much for the men's track team to
overcome last Wednesday, as the
men bowed 84-69 in their last home
meet of the year. Kenyon won nine of
the 18 events, and were led by senior
Bob Standard's brilliant per-
formance in winning the 1500, 800,
and 5000 and sophomore Fred
Barends' domination of the sprints.
After four events, Kenyon was
leading Marietta 21-15, behind the
strength of Pete Dolan's win in the
pole vault, at 12-6, and Chet Baker's
win in the discus at 132-6 3/4.
However, Marietta swept the fifth
event, the javelin, taking all nine
points, and grabbed a 24-21 lead it
never lost. Kenyon was further hurt
by the two relay events, the 4 x 100
antithe 4x 400, losing both times and
fa~ing to pick up any points-a 20
point swing. Kenyon's Dave Thomas
Won the triple jump at 41-7 and
AndrewHuggins won the 3000 Meter
Steeplechase in 9:58.19 to close out
Kenyon's point scoring.
The latter half of the events were
dominated by Standard and Barends.
Standard won the 1500 in 4:09.1,
beating teammate Mike Helme, and
later won the 800 in 2:02.8, edging
Out both Huggins and Helme. He
then WOnthe 5000 in 15:28.36, with
Helmepicking up three more points We.lso lealure a large selection ot CARDS AND GIFTS
·TheGALLERY in the Mt. VernonShopping Plaza
has the best of
L.8'Yis, Hang Ten and D.C.
jeans and accessories
in its K ASUAL
MEN'S 8IB
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Before the Revotution is a sym-
bolic autobiography, a poignant
account of a young man's growth
amidst the chaotic complexities of
modern civilization. It takes its title
from TaUeyrand, "Only those who
have lived before the revolution knew
how sweet life could be." It is the
story of Fabrizio, and Italian
"Holden Caulfield," in revolt
against his respectable middle class
family, his lovely but dull sweetheart,
and the complacent political climate
of his village. He dabbles in Com-
munism, in philosophy and art, and
falls in love with his young aunt, who
realizes that she will fill only a the city's "night people" while
temporary need for him, although driving his "beat" through the seamy
she loves him deeply. The boy, parts of the city. The controversial
unable to cope with this ex- movie shows the explosive results
traordinary woman, abandons his unleashed from one man's intense
A rib-tiCkl.i~gcomedy based on a struggles, lets her drift away, and aloneness. He moves alone through
piece of British TV lunacy called marries his bourgeois girlfriend, the crowd-jostled, brushed,
QCCDDDDOOCCOOcoocoooCoOoOCCococooocacooocOOOOOOODOOOcobooO
Something
Different ••••
And Now For Something Completely
Different. Directed by Ian
MacNaughton. With Graham
Chapman, John Cleese, Terry
Gillian. 89min. Fri., May 8, 10p.m.,
Rosse.Sat., May 9, 8 p.m., Rosse.
2, 10 p.m., Rosse (if it rains, the fihn
will be shown in Bio. Aud.).
~orThis Week's Projections
OOCDDCCCCODCDODDDODOODOD
"Monty Python's Flying Circus."
"A wild series of jokes, gags and
skits! If you want to laugh at
something different, go see it! You
may be carried away." - Gene
Shalit
•• Swept Away ••
Swept A way. Directed by Lina
Wetmuller. With Giancarlo Gian-
nini. Italian with English subtitles.
1975. 116min. Fri., May 1, 10 p.m.,
Rosse. Sun., May 3, 8 p.m., Bio
Aud.
Swept A way by an Unusual
Destinyin the Blue Sea of August is
the full title of this film by Lina
Wertmuller, who, despite her name is
Italian, not German, and despite her
pretentious titles, is exceptionally
talented. Cinematically, the picture is
pretty much a treat. For the most
part, one can sit back and enjoy
lookingat this film.
The trouble, if it can be found, lies
in the script. It is the story of a
wealthy, industry-upheld bitch on a
yacht who finds herself marooned in
a state of heavily erotic 'political
masochism.' Her partner is the sailor
whoshe has been abusing for marine
inefficiency and the wearing of
stinkingt-shirts.
When the two depart from the
yacht in a dinghy and the motor fails,
the course of the plot comes into
view.They are going to be forced to
spend time together and will change
their minds about each other. There
will surely be sex, and possibly love.
Where else do the pair cast ashore
but on a small deserted island (for
what must be some weeks). He is
competent-she becomes dependent.
Inevitably, she sleeps with him and
love blossoms. Finally, and rather
reluctantly, they are rescued. She,
still in love, goes off to her rich
husband. He, still in love, angrily
returnsto his spouse.
In the end, Wertmuller's intent is
not overly clear. Although there is
Comedy and romance, something
~ore is suggested. If this 'something'
IS a commentary on social
organization and the state of nature
ofmen and women, one can't believe
thatshe thought it through to an end.
•• Revolution ••
Be/ore the Revolution. Directed by
Bernardo Bertolucci. With Adriana
AsH, Francesco Barilli, Allen
Midgette. Italian wlEnglish subtitles.
~%2. 110 min, b/w & color. Fri.,
ay I, 8 p.m., Bio. Aud., SaL, May
Based on Rudyard Kipling's
"Mowgli" stories, this beautiful,
animated film is an explosion of
color and music that follows the
adventures of a boy who wants to live
his life with the animals he knows
and loves. Raised by a wolf pack,
young Mowgli hobnobs with an ape
who really is the king of swing, a
loveable bear, an hypnotic python,
and a protective panther. And
Mowgli needs these friends to help
him escape from the elegant but
ferocious tiger who's stalking him. r....,~..,.,:::"'7:-:"....,."'.,---;c;;:c--,,-,
This film is a classic in its own right, We want to thank the following
for it does wonders with little more contributors for their film
than "the simple bear necessities." reviews-Jay Anania, Ed Corcoran,
Andrea Cross, Pierce Cunningham,
Doug Gertner, Kristin Holm, Andy
Katz, Tammy Marrin, Judy
Menown, Lisa Palais, Steve Polk,
Greg Polly, Nils Samuels, Tracy
Taylor, Rich Wathen, Karla Ware,
Emily Yukich, and Dan Zeiser.
Special appreciation to our
timekeeper Ed Spodick and our
collator and crackerjack. "clutch"
film reviewer Dan Dietchweiter,
Academy Award winner Robert'-'-----------------=-----'
DeNiro's performance is stunning.
He is a New York City cabbie who
becomes compulsively involved with
___~_D
Clelia. His failure at love becomes in
a sense the death of the past, ex-
posing the futility of revolutionary
effort - emotional, political or
intellectual - within the defeats of
contemporary society.
•• Jungle Book ••
The Jungle Book. Produced by Walt
Disney. Directed by Wolfgang
Reithennan. Voices of Phil Harris,
Sebastien Cabot, Louis Prima,
George Sanders. 1967.78 min. SaL,
May 2, 8 p.m., Rosse (if it rains, the
film will be shown in Bio. Aud.).
Sun., May 3, 2 p.m., and 10 p.m.,
Rosse.
•• Taxi Driver ••
Taxi Driver. Directed by Martin
Scorcese. With Robert DeNiro,
Cybill Shepard, Jodie Foster. 1976.
112 min. Thurs., May 7, 10 p.m.,
Rosse. Fri., May 8, 8p.m., Rosse.
OQQOOPDOODD QODQ_
ignored, abused and hassled, and all
the while detached-until his trigger
for violence finally gives way.
• Andromeda Strain.
The Andromeda Strain. Directed by
Robert Wise. With Arthur Hill,
David Wayne, James Olson. 139
min. Weds., May 6, 10 p.m., Rosse.
The best selling novel by J.
Michael Crichton is the basis for this
entertaining science fiction film that
is so realistically acted and produced
that it is almost in the science fact
field. Hill, Wayne, and Olson star as
a team of scientists whose job it is to
isolate deadly organisms from outer
space in a race-against-the-clock
experiment. Directed by Robert
Wise, the scientific melodrama with
its maze of computers and specialized
equipment produces a compelling
and meaningful film with a too
timely theme.
Dedicated to Huggy
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Choir Sings on Sunday
The Kenyon College Choir will present its spring concert on Sunday,
May 3 at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall. Under the direction of Daniel V.
Robinson. the Choir will perform George Frederic Handel's
"Alexander's Feast". Guest conductor Graydon Beeks will lead the
Choir for "Let God Arise", also by Handel. Both works will feature
orchestral accompaniment with the 80-voice choir. Soloist for the
performance will be Karen Ragle, soprano; David Liles, tenor; and
Roger Andrews, baritone.
Alexander's Feast, neither oratorio nor opera but a dramatic com-
position somewhere in between, was composed in January, 1736 and
first performed at Covent Garden February 19, 1736. It was written to
be a part of the St. Cecilia's Day celebration. The text is by the great
English poet John Dryden and tells the story of a banquet attended by
Alexander, presided over by Timotheus, the music master, who
demonstrated, during the evening's entertainment, the power of music.
Such a subject gives Handel ample scope for a musical development.
The soprano solos are spectacular; there are numerous dramatic
recitatives and, of course, there are the usual stunning choruses.
Let God Arise is one of twelve anthems (including a setting of the Te
Deum) which Handel wrote for the private musical establishment of
James Brydges, First Duke of Chandos, between mid-171? and early
1719. The work is scored for the limited resources of the Duke's or-
chestra and shows Handel using these limitations to advantage. The
choruses anticipate those of the later Biblical Oratorios and the in-
strumental writing, especially in the Tenor aria, show great
imaginal ion. Although virtually unknown during the composer's
lifetime, it is among the very finest of Handel's early English works .
Graydon Becks, a Handel scholar, is visiting instructor in Music
History at Kenyon during 1980-81. Karen Ragle, soprano soloist, lives
in Akron and teaches voice at Kenyon. David Liles, tenor soloist, is a
member of the faculty at Mount Vernon Nazarene College. Roger
Andrews, baritone soloist, is an assistant professor of music at Kenyon.
The orchestra is drawn from the Gambier community and from
Columbus.
There is no admission charge for the performance.
Dancers Perform this Weekend
The Spring Dance Concert featuring visiting artist Cathy Paine goes
up in the Bolton Theater this weekend, May 1 and 2 at 8:00 p.m. The
concert also includes the talents of student choreographers Kelly Doyle,
Fred Hollingsworth, John Mangred; Eleanor Gilchrist and Brett Pierce.
The dance pieces are quite diverse and vary from a flamenco jazz duet
acapella to a group piece with the singing of the Kenyon College
Chamber Singers.
Tickets are available at the Bolton Theater box office from 1-5 p.m.
daily, and are free for Kenyon students with LD. Tickets are $2.00 for
other students and general admission is $3.50. Come and enjoy yourself
in an innovative and original dance experience which will cover a wide
range of dance styles that are sure to delight every taste.
Boulding Speaks on Poor Defense
Kenneth Boulding will speak on "The Crisis on National Defense _
Why It No Longer Defends Us" Monday.c May 4 at 8 p.m , in the
Biology Auditorium.
The author of more than thirty books, Boulding has written widely
and well on subjects ranging from technical economics to conflict and
peace questions to public policy poetry. He has been at various times
the president or director of the American Economic Association, the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Academy of
Independent Scholars, the International Studies Association, and the
Peace Research Society (International). Professor Boulding has been
the recipient of thirty honorary degrees and of numerous awards and
prizes in economics and the humanities.
The lecture is sponsored by Faculty Lectureships.------------------------------
We want to (hank Lisa Disch for her work as Arts Briefs writer and
editor.
St.anley Fish, recently here to give the public lecture, "No Bias, No
Ment: The Case Against Blind Submission", was the John Crowe
Ransom Memorial Lecturer in 1979. Harvard University Press has
recently published those lectures under the title, ts There a Text in This
Class Collegian readers might be amused by the following excerpt:
These essays were originally delivered as the John
Crowe Ransom Memorial Lectures, and were given
at Kenyon College from April 8 through 13,1979. In
effect, I was engaged in a week-long seminar con-
sisting of some three hundred members, and I found
the experience both exhilirating and exhausting.
Apparently, some of the same feelings were shared
by the audience, for in an editorial written for the
college newspaper (entitled "Fish Baits AUdience")
generous praise of my "intellectual skill" was im-
mediately qualified by the observation that. needless
to say, "it was not always the skill ora gentleman."
Submitted by Professor Wit/iam Klein
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Feminist toSpeak Tonight Students Aid Service Programs
Assist Head Start/Home Start
Margaret Simons will give a lecture
this evening at 8:00 p.m. in the
Biology Auditorium entitled
"Racism and Sexism: Distortions in
Academia." Ms. Simons is an
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
with the graduate faculty at Southern
Illinios University. She is a
reknowned feminist philosopher, and
has studied with Simone de-Beauvoir
on her relationship with Jean Paul
Sartre. Ms. Simon is also scheduled to
speak to Professor Banning's
"Philosophy of Feminism" class.
Her visit is sponsored by Student
_ Lectureships.
Ms. Longaker said that the Grand
Alliance, which is an adopt-a_
grandparent program, is also a
volunteer program in which many
Kenyon students are involved. Most
find it very rewarding, she said.
Everyone at the Knox -Co'unty
Service Center is grateful to the
volunteers who come from Kenyon.
It seems that, given President's
Reagan's proposed budget cuts
welfare rolls will continue to rise ~
Knox County and the need for
volunteers will continue to grow. Not
all local poor people live in shaCks,
but many do. Usually they are very
proud and resist public assistance as
long as they can.
But inflation and recessions arc
"eating people alive," according to
Schneider. He encourages those
Kenyon students who have the time
to offer themselves to the poor as
tutors, baby-sitters, lawn-mowers.
There are countless jobs that need to
be done, he said, and every little bh
helps.
Mrs. Crump, who has worked with
many students in the Head Start and
Home Start programs said, "This is
perhaps what liberal arts is all about
- being concerned with the needs of
others. "
:ontinuedfrom page seven
up for a generational or cyclic
problem of families being reliant on
assistance."
Dozens of programs are ad-
ministered through the Knox County
Service Center. One of the most
important ones, Medicaid, provided
nearly $13 million to elderly, tow-
income individuals, the disabled and
the mentally retarded in the county
last year. About 55G7nof the money is
federal; the rest comes from the
state.
Lower-income and handicapped
children, ages 3-5, are enrolled into
pre-school programs under Head
Starl. Children are given "healthy
foods-lots of vegetables and milk,"
according to Joan Crump, who has
worked for Head Start for the past
few years.
According to Dorothy Longaker,
who is supervisor of the Adult
Services Unit, some of the most
successful programs in Knox County
are heavily supported by Kenyon
students and other members of the
Gambier community. They are the
Head Start/Home Start program at
the Head Start School and the Grand
Alliance program at the Welfare
Dept.Council Announces Final
Plans for Drug Assembly Mrs. Crump estimates that
perhaps twenty Kenyon students are
involved in Head Start and Home
Start programs which help as many
as 100 local families.
Off, this weekend, to occur in the
South quad. The stadium is not being
used since there is a major Women's
invitational track meet the same
weekend. If it rains Friday or
Saturday, Vassar Clements will be in
Rosse at 8:00, Saturday, and the
other events will be in the quad on
Sunday.
Council is taking letters of intent
for the Academic Affairs Committee
for consideration next Sunday. In
addition, any rising Sophomores,
Juniors, and Seniors interested in
being on Senate 81-82, must have a
petition bearing at least twenty
student signatures in to the SAC
Box Saturday aI12:oo.
Two sets of elections were con-
ducted at the Council meeting. These
were for Judicial Board and the
Subcomgdttees of the Social Board.
The Social Board elections were
specifically for the Social Activities
Committee (SAC) and the All
College Events Committee (ACE).
SAC is responsible for the com-
munity social affairs such as dances
and casino night, whereas ACE is
responsible for bringing outside
performers to campus.
Elected as members of the SAC
were: Lisa Bodager , Helen
Pelecanos, John Kline, and Nancy
Poweos. New members of ACE are:
Pete Dayton, Glen Weiss, Dan
Holliday, and Mitch Levine.
Chairmen will be elected Sunday.
The Judicial Board is responsible
(as stated In the Handbook) for
hearing, "those cases of alleged
violation of the non-academic rules
of the College which are referred to
it." The Board is composed of three
faculty members and four students.
Elected to serve two year tenns on
the Board were Joe John Kline,
Amelia Jack, and Brent Clark.
Elected as one-year alternates were
Nathan Schwartz and Joe Painter.
By TODD HENGSTELER
The progress of many current
concerns and activities of the Student
Council were reported on at its
meeting, Sunday, April 26.
Council had a brief discussion on a
Senate report listing recom-
mendations for various groups on
campus to respond to the handicap
accessibility issue. The report makes
suggestions, but does not subscribe
any enforcement actions.
One representative asked, "will
measures by taken seriously since
there are no handicapped around?"
Brent Clark, Vice-President of
Council, responded that unless the
measures are taken there will be no
incentive for the handicapped to
come to Kenyon.
President Dan Mechem reported
that he has done much to organize
the campus assembly to discuss the
drug issue. The meeting will be held
in Gund Dining Hall on Monday
night at 7:30, because its acoustics
were reported to be superior to those
in Peirce. A subcommittee of
Council is responsible for developing
a format for discussion at the
assembly.
Mechem and Treasurer Keith
Krusz are still working to get the
Administration to pay for the
demolished Ascenscion bench out of
dorm damage fees instead of the
Student Activities Fee. The Council
Executives feel that it is unfair for the
Administration to penalize campus'
activities, especially since the damage
occured in November and the bill was
only recently submitted to Council.
Food Service Committee Chairman
Steve Coenen, referred to problems
resulting from there having been four
directors of Kenyon food services in
the last three years.
Coenen also labelled Peirce a
"fire-trap." He said that "if
something is not done (about the
condition) soon, it (Peirce) won't be
there long."
The Social Board has arranged for
all the activities of the Summer Send-
Consider Before You Litter
continued/rom page three
I consider it a shameful situation
when someone has, or seems to have,
a total disregard and disrespect for
the way his or her surroundings
appear. Even if those individuals
may not care about appearances,
they are still infringing upon other
people'S rights to fully enjoy the
setting where we live. In some ways
this campus is a reflection on all of us
and I feel that it should be a good
one. I would ask those who throw
away their refuse where it doesn't
belong to think twice about their
actions. And, I hope that friends or
other concerned persons will be
conscientious enough to prevent
I them from committing such in-
considerate and indecent acts.
Alas, I have another complaint.
There are those among us who also
cannot, or do not, know how to
ready signs like "No Smoking" or
"Keep off the Grass" or "Turn off
the lights when leaving." I suppose it
could be a form of rebellion, but I
doubt. The aesthetic enjoyment
and/or physical improvement that
would result from reading and
abiding by such signs would surely
outweigh the small inconveniences or
loss of time involved with, shall I say,
confonning. My second and last
request would be that we all read
these posted signs, or read them to
others if necessary, and to act ac-
cordingly.
Starting Friday
The Howling
"Imagine your worst
dream as reality"
Rated RSincerely
Doug Page
roe Th, Sal Sun, 2 p m, ~:30 7;15, 9-l5
Mon Wed F" 7'15p m 9:45Sal lla.m
Budget Similar to those
of Comparable Schools Ordinary People
continued/rom page one
"For the past 25 years, the cost of a
year at Kenyon has been roughly the
same as the cost of a four-door
Chevrolet Impala." The budget is
also kept in line with that of com-
parable private colleges and
universities. Mr. Lord emphasized
that, "We make every effort to keep
charges down. Although our en-
dowments aren't as large as many
similar schools, I think we budget
more carefully than most other
colleges." Student aid budgeted in
the form of scholarships has also
been increased by 2011/0 for next year,
set at $1,229,000. The Board of
Trustees must ultimately approve all
financial decisions.
It is interesting to note that the
room and board fees have not been
increased by as large an amount as
the tuition fees. This is because most
of the dorms, as well as Dempsey and
Gund dining halls, were built with
funds borrowed at a time when
interest rates were much lower than
they are at present. Consequently,
interest rates paid on the loans each
year don't grow with the rate of
inflation, a savings which can be
passed on to students.
Starring
Mary Tyler Moore
Donald Sotherlaod
Timothy Hutton
"Best Mo,,~eof the Year"
RatedR
Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun. 2 p.m.,~:30,
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Downtown Mount Vernon
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------------------------------,TWO FOR
ONE.Earn, 10%
THE VILLAGE
MARKET Buy one Rax Roast Beef Sandwich n'
at the regular price and get another
one free with this coupon.
The Kenyon Subscriptions and Advertising
Bureau (KSAB) needs salespeop Ie for 1981.
KSAB sells advertisements and sponsorships for
the Co/leg ian. WKCO. Reveille and Hika These
organizations require the revenue raised by KSAB
to operate effectively. Some salespeople may be
needed to sell ads prior to the beginning of
classes in August The KSAB will provide housing
for them. Salespeople are also needed during the
academic year. The individual salesperson
determines his/her hours of work. A ten percent
commission is paid on the total price of each
adverti _ement. For more information or to apply
for a position, call Geoff Smith, PBX 2250: or
Alan Klod~ll, PBX2486.
Each coupon requires
a separate purchase.
GAMBIER'S VILLAGE
GROCERY
With Kenyon J.D. 10"10Off Total BillBEER, WINE, MEAT. AND PRODUCE
112 Gaskin Avenue L ~
